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1. Introduction 
 

The important human action is categorized by risk 
informed important human action and deterministically 
important human action[1]. deterministically important 
human action is identified from operator actions 
credited in the transient and accident analysis(TAA, 
FSAR Ch15) and operator actions identified in the 
diversity and defense in depth coping analysis(D3CA, 
FSAR Ch7). The human factors engineering analysis is 
required to ensure that those human actions are both 
feasible and reliable. NUREG-0800, Appendix-18A, 
requires the analysis of time margin between time 
required and time available[2]. ANSI/ANS 58.8 provide 
an acceptable task decomposition methodology but it is 
not applied to the TTA and D3CA. For the application 
of task decomposition methodology to the analysis, 
time line modeling should be defined.  

In this paper, the detail time line modeling and 
analysis method is provided for the evaluation of 
operator response time in TTA and D3CA.  

 
2. Operator response time line model 

 
Task decomposition methodology is based on time 

line model. The Table 1 and Figure 1 show the time line 
model[3]. The application of the time line to 
deterministic analysis is reviewed and detail modeling 
and analysis method is provided.  
 

Table 1 Description of time line model 

Time Description 

Start time of event 
(tst) 

The time at which the DBE 
begins. 

Indication time of 
event (tind) 

The time at which information is 
readily available. 

Earliest credited 
action time (teca) 

The time at which credit for the 
initiation of a safety-related 
operator action can be taken.  

Manual action 
initiated time (tmai) 

The time at which the analysis 
credits the initiation of operator 
action. 

Safety-related action 
completed time (tsac) 

The time at which the safety-
related operator action is 
evaluated to be completed. 

Safety-related 
function completed 
time (tsfc) 

The time at which an indication is 
received that a safety-related 
system has performed its required 
safety-related function. 

Event limit time (tlim) 

The time at which the limiting 
design requirement would be 
exceeded if a safety-related 
function has not been completed 

 

 
Fig. 1. The time line model for deterministic analysis  

 
3. Development of detail time line model 

 
3.1 Definition of time available at deterministic analysis  
 

Time available is generally the available time to 
operator for the required manual action. In human 
reliability analysis(HRA), time available has been 
defined to calculate the failure rate of the operator 
action. NUREG-1852, “Demonstrating the feasibility 
and reliability of operator manual actions in response to 
fire” defined the time available as the time period from 
a presentation of a cue for an action to the time of 
adverse consequences if the action is not taken[4]. HRA 
scenario assumes that the human actions are failed and 
analysis the consequences of the failure. Therefore, in 
HRA the tLim in ANSI/ANS 58.8 can be calculated.  
Time available for deterministically important human 

actions may need a different definition compare to HRA. 
In the past, deterministic analysis does not calculate tLim. 
Deterministic analysis evaluates the event until 30 
minute after the event initiation because it assumes that 
the operator may start manual actions at 30 minute. 
Also, deterministic analysis assumes that the tMAI, tSAC, 
and tFAC are all 30 minute. The it assumes that the 
difference between these time are negligible because it 
already assume 30 minute which is conservative 
compare to time required for operator manual actions.  
However, NUREG-0800, Appendix-18A requires the 

time margin between time required and time available. 
Time required is the summation of TIdiagnosis and TIoperator. 
For the time margin evaluation the time available 
should be defined time from tInd to tSAC. The time 
margin should be summation of TIdead and TIsafety 
because TIprocess is also not available time to operator. 
Therefore, when the deterministic analysis does not 
evaluate tLim and just assumes that the operator action at 

tSt tInd tMAI tSAC tSFCtECA tLim

TIdiagnosis TIoperator TIsafetyTIdead TIprocess

tAva

tReq tReq
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tMAI then the time margin will be TIdead only then the 
time available should be time from tInd to tSAC as Figure 
1. 

 
3.2 Indication time of event (tInd) 
 

Time available starting point is indication time of the 
event. It is assumed that the event may change the 
status of plant and a certain variable may change to 
indicate the starting of the event. There are many 
variables that operator need to monitor. Therefore, the 
change of the variable should be big enough to be 
noticed. In TTA and D3CA, it has been analyzed the 
identification of event. For example, in steam generator 
tube rupture, operator may identify the event with the 
radiation level in secondary system or with the RCS 
changes such as pressure and level of affected steam 
generator. However the analysis does not provide the 
indication time and amount of changes. The analysis 
just assumes that the operator action is credited 30 
minute after the time of start event because of that 
indication. The indication time is needed for the 
evaluation of operator action. The operator has 
available time after the indication of the event. When 
indication is too late, there is no available time to 
operator mitigate the event. Therefore, the TAA and 
D3CA should provide the indication time, amount, and 
basis for the time selection. Figure 2 show the typical 
time line model with plant representative status.  
 

 
Fig. 2. The time line model with plant status  

 
Besides, in the conservative analysis such as TAA, 

the indication time can be shorter than realistic analysis. 
For example, in SGTR, TAA assumes that SG level is 
just under the trip setpoint when the event is started. 
But in realistic analysis, SG level does not increase 
enough to reach the trip setpoint. Therefore, in 
conservative analysis the indication can be earlier than 
realistic analysis for some event. Figure 3 shows the 
possible relation between conservative analysis and 
realistic analysis. In the realistic analysis the indication 
time is tInd2 in the Figure. In this case, the indication is 
too late and the time for manual action(tMAI1) is very 
closed. So it may not reasonable that operator can 
control the manual action at tMAI1. So, in the realistic 

analysis, the new manual action time(tMAI2) should be 
considered. And the time available to tMAI2 also need to 
be evaluate. However, if the manual action is too late, 
then the other plant status can be jeopardized. For 
example, the radiation release will be increased when 
the operator manual is taken too late.  
Therefore, for the TTA, indication time and time 
available should be evaluate in consider of realistic 
analysis time line model. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Indication time in conservative analysis and 

realistic analysis. 
 
3.3 Event limit time (tLim) 
 

HRA define a time of undesired condition as a time of 
adverse consequences if the action is not taken for time 
available. ANSI/AN 58.8 also defines event limit 
time(tLim) as the earliest time at which a limiting design 
requirement would be exceeded if a safety-related 
function has not been completed. Figure 2 show the tLim 
and related plant status. However, the safety function 
from the operator action should be completed at tSFC-

L(Safety function completion time limit) because of 
process time. Figure 2 shows the tSFC-L and plant status 
reaches to the acceptance criteria. Therefore, when the 
process time between tLim and tSFC-L is long, then the 
these time is not available to operator.  
In deterministic analysis, when time available include 

the TIsafety, then the tSFC-L should be time at which the 
limiting design requirement would not be exceeded.  

 
4. Discussion 

 
Timing decomposition modeling is been provided for 
the evaluation of operator manual action response time. 
Followings are suggestion of the time line modeling.  
▪ The TAA and D3CA should provide the indication 

time and basis for the time selection. 
▪ For the TTA, indication time and time available 

should be evaluate in consider of realistic analysis 
time line model. 

▪  tSFC-L should be time at which the limiting design 
requirement would not be exceeded.  

Normal
operation

Identification

Acceptance
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The proposed time line modeling will be applied to 
important human action evaluation.  
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